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Industry Fair 2022: Arburg presents precise 
high-speed product and digitalisation solution 
 

• Industrial fair: of great importance for the region in 
Slovenia 

• Powerful: Hybrid Allrounder 520 H with medical 
technology application, arburgXworld demo 

• Slovenia: gateway to the whole of south-eastern 
Europe with high expectations for trade visitor 
numbers 
 

 

Lossburg, 11/2/2022 

By postponing the Industry Fair until 5-8 April 2022, the fair in 
Celje, Slovenia, says it expects a significant increase in 
interest from trade visitors from all over south-eastern 
Europe after a break of almost two years due to the 
pandemic. The Industry Fair has established itself as the 
largest and most important trade fair in the fields of 
mechanical engineering and mould construction, welding and 
cutting, materials and advanced technologies, robotics and 
automation. Arburg will be represented with the hybrid high-
performance Hidrive series in Hall K (Stand 31). An Allrounder 
520 H produces 32 pipette tips in a cycle time of around six 
seconds. 
 

Steffen Eppler, Divisional Manager Sales Europe, appreciates the 

importance of Celje as a gateway to south-eastern Europe: "The 

entire region benefits from pioneering European companies in the 
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field of injection moulding, which continue to transfer technology to 

the respective countries. And for these markets we offer a 

comprehensive product range." More than 700 exhibitors from up 

to 30 countries will be attending, as well as visitors from around 15 

countries. "With our Allrounders and the short cycle times that can 

be achieved with them, we have our eye on the needs of 

producers in the medical technology field in particular, but also of 

component manufacturers, for example, in the automotive and 

household appliance sectors. Accordingly, we are also particularly 

well positioned in applications where extremely precise injection 

moulding, excellent technical support and aftersales expertise are 

required." 

 

High-speed product: 19,200 moulded parts per hour 
At the Industry Fair 2022, a hybrid Allrounder 520 H with a 

clamping force of 1,500 kN will demonstrate the efficient, high-

quality production of pipette tips from PP. The hybrid high-

performance machines of the Hidrive series are already optimised 

for rapid series production as standard, and are thus also 

excellently suited for bulk items such as those used in the medical 

technology sector. The Allrounders combine electric speed and 

precision on the clamping side with hydraulic power and dynamics 

during injection. The exhibit is equipped with a 32-cavity mould 

from Zahoransky, a long-standing Arburg customer, and is 

prepared for use in clean rooms. The cycle time is around six 

seconds, which corresponds to a throughput of approximately 

19,200 moulded parts per hour. The trade fair exhibit is thus 

perfectly geared to the needs of medical technology – speed, 

precision and high performance. "Especially in the current times, 

personal care, and the medical and pharmaceutical industries are 

of particular interest, and not only to us," Eppler says, 
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summarising the significance of the high-performance application 

on display. 

 

Digitalisation: arburgXworld customer portal demonstration 
At the Arburg stand, visitors to the Industry Fair will see for 

themselves how digitalisation can succeed in modern injection 

moulding companies. A demo version of the "arburgXworld" 

customer portal will be on hand for live testing. Among other 

things, up-to-date online information on the machine fleet can be 

accessed from anywhere, whether at the workplace or on the 

move. Faults can be remedied around the clock using the various 

apps. And spare parts can also be conveniently ordered directly 

online 24/7. In addition, calculation tools and knowledge bases are 

available in various packages for individual compilation. This 

makes work as easy as possible in many areas of the company.  
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Photos 
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The hybrid Allrounder 520 H on show at the Industry Fair 2022 is 

equipped with a 32-cavity mould and produces pipette tips in a 

cycle time of around six seconds. 
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The internationally available arburgXworld customer portal is 

continuously expanded with new apps and functions. 

 Photos: ARBURG 
 
 
Download Photos: 
https://media.arburg.com/portals/downloadcollection/8E118763C7F9634C74EE
BA32E1C7513D 

https://media.arburg.com/portals/downloadcollection/8E118763C7F9634C74EEBA32E1C7513D
https://media.arburg.com/portals/downloadcollection/8E118763C7F9634C74EEBA32E1C7513D
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www.arburg.com/de/presse/ (www.arburg.com/en/press/) 
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About Arburg 
German family-owned company Arburg is one of the world's leading 
manufacturers of plastic processing machines. Its product portfolio 
encompasses Allrounder injection moulding machines with clamping forces of 
between 125 and 6,500 kN, the Freeformer for industrial additive manufacturing 
and robotic systems, customer and industry-specific turnkey solutions and 
further peripheral equipment. 
Arburg is a pioneer in the plastics industry when it comes to production 
efficiency, digitalisation, and sustainability. The “arburgXworld” program 
comprises all digital products and services and is also the name of the customer 
portal. The company’s strategies regarding the efficient use of resources and 
circular economy, as well as all related aspects and activities, are outlined in the 
“arburgGREENworld” program. 
Arburg’s central aim is for customers to be able to produce their plastic 
products, from one-off parts to large-volume batches, in optimum quality at 
minimum unit costs. The target groups include, for example, the automotive and 
packaging industries, communication and entertainment electronics, medical 
technology and the white goods sector. 
An international sales and service network ensures first-class customer support 
at a local level: Arburg has its own organisations at 35 locations in 26 different 
countries and, together with its trading partners, is represented in more than 
100 countries. Its machines are produced exclusively at the company's German 
headquarters in Lossburg. Of a total of roughly 3,400 employees, around 2,850 
work in Germany. About 550 further employees work in Arburg's organisations 
around the world. Arburg has triple certification, in accordance with ISO 9001 
(quality), ISO 14001 (environment) and ISO 50001 (energy). 
Further information about Arburg can be found at www.arburg.com 
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